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Abstract 
Video processing has found many applications in sports 
such as slow motion replay, pattern analysis, statistics 
collection, video archiving, etc. This paper reviews 
current research in sports video analysis and discusses the 
research issues of the field and the potential applications.. 
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1 Introduction 
The development of high-speed digital cameras and video 
processing has attracted people’s attention in sports video 
analysis. Much work has been done on sports video. 
Examples include multi-camera recording and replaying 
[Rui et al. 2000], ball tracking [Pingali et al. 1998], video 
analysis and summarization [Ekin & Tekalp 2003], 
highlight extraction [Rui et al. 2000], etc. Applications 
have been found almost in all sports, eg, tennis [DSI 
2003; Pingali et al. 1998; QUESTEC 2003], baseball [Rui 
et al. 2000; Zhou et al. 2000], soccer [Ekin & Tekalp 
2003], American football [Li & Sezan 2002], etc.  

This paper reviews the development in the sports video 
analysis. It discusses several major research issues such 
as sports tactics summarization, ball/player tracking, 
game highlight extraction, computer-assisted refereeing, 
content insertion, etc. It also presents the potential 
applications of the techniques. Sport is an ever-green 
field and attracts big spending each year. The requirement 
and expectation of users have grown significantly since 
digital media is popular. It is certainly an area worthing 
investigation.  The aim of this paper is to provide an 
insight and lead the discussion of sports video analysis. 

2 Sports Video Analysis 
Much research has been done on analysing sports video. 
Some are directly on video stream analysis and some are 
on the vicinity areas of video streams. This section 
discusses some of them. 
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2.1 Tactics analysis 
One of the major aims of sports video analysis is to 
provide assistance for training. There is a need to 
summarize the play tactics from video streams. Much 
research has been done on classifying a play sequence 
into an existing tactic pattern and recognising unknown 
patterns. The examples include baseball tactics [Han et al 
2002], soccer [Assfalg et al. 2002], American football 
[Babaguchi et al. 2002], and tennis [Sudhir et al. 1998, 
Wang & Paramesh 2003]. The techniques include multi-
modal integration [Han et al 2002], intermodal 
collaboration [Babaguchi et al. 2002], semi-automatic 
annotation [Assfalg et al. 2002] and feature classification 
[Sudhir et al. 1998, Wang & Paramesh 2003]. The 
complexity of the games includes structured games such 
as tennis, cricket, and unstructured sports such as soccer, 
American football, baseball and basketball. 

We present tennis tactics as an example of tactics analysis 
[Wang & Paramesh 2003]. Tennis points are made of a 
sequence of shots. When a player repeats a particular 
sequence of shots, the game begins to take on the form of 
a series of patterns of play. US Tennis Association has 
recommended 58 winning patterns in single matches for 
training [USTA 1996]. These patterns are based on 
several strategic principles that have been well tested over 
time. Most professional players follow these patterns and 
games can be classified into one of the patterns. 

Fifty eight patterns are also classified into five classes: 
• serve and return (18 patterns); 
• groundstroke (8 patterns); 
• midcourt (8 patterns); 
• net play (8 patterns); 
• defensive play (16 patterns). 
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Figure 1 Serve wide to open the court pattern 
Legend: A, B = player;  = path of player; 

T  = target; 1  = path of ball. 



Figure 1 shows one of the serve and return patterns on 
deuce court, where player A serves the ball to the far end 
of right court of opponent and force player B to move to 
the right, and then returns the ball to the far left to win the 
point. The list of patterns can been found in Appendix. 
The technical details of each pattern can be seen in USTA 
[1996]. 

The idea of tennis tactics analysis is to classify a play 
sequence into one of these tactics or identify any 
unknown tactics from the movement of players and the 
trajectories of the ball. 

2.2 Tracking 
Tracking is one of most frequently used techniques in 
sports analysis. It has been used in tracking balls, players, 
referees, etc. It plays an important role in other analysis 
processes. Tracking techniques include colour clustering 
[Xu et al. 2003], colour mean-shift [Duan et al. 2003], 
feature extraction [Jin 1994; Jin et al. 2000; D’Orazio 
2002], trajectory-based optimization [Yu et al. 2003], and 
multi-camera estimation [Hawke-Eye 2003; Pingali et al. 
1998; Pingali et al. 2000]. Tracking objects include tennis 
balls, cricket balls, soccer balls, players, etc. 

Multi-camera estimation has attracted much attention. 
The principle of the method can be illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 Ball tracking using multi-camera  

Six fixed cameras are placed around the playing field at 
key vantage points - two at each end at a 30 degree 
angular displacement, and two side cameras, as shown in 
Figure 2 [Hawk-Eye 2003]. These synchronised cameras 
track the ball’s entire trajectory from the moment it 
leaves the bowler’s hand until it stops. The six cameras 
are gen-locked into two sets of three cameras. The 
resulting images are processed into a 3D image by the 
Hawk-Eye system which then calculates - in a split 
second - where the ball pitched, the extent of its lateral 
movement in the air and off the wicket, its velocity and 
bounce, and - if applicable - exactly where it contacted 
the batsman’s pad.  

Although being successfully demonstrated on TV, it has 
some problems. Firstly, the coverage area depends on the 
view angle of cameras. The visible area has to be within 

the view of at least three cameras. Secondly, the accuracy 
is still not enough. Thirdly, the calibration is a difficult 
task and the accuracy of calibration directly affects the 
accuracy of detection. There are also other problems such 
as the speed of computation, the robustness of 
communication, replacement in the event of sudden fault, 
etc. 

2.3 Highlight extraction 
Highlight extraction is originally from the broadcast 
requirement. The idea is to provide audience with quick 
highlights of the game without going through a lengthy 
video stream. Highlight events include the score event in 
soccer and basketball games, the aces event in tennis 
games, touch down in rugby and American football 
games, and the catch event in cricket and baseball games. 
The work in this area includes Rui et al [2000], Nepal et 
al. [2001], and Yow et al. [1995]. It is a difficult task. 
Many successful methods are relying on audio analysis of 
the video stream where audience cheering provides the 
most convincing cue. 

2.4 Content insertion 
Content insertion is one of the applications of sports 
video analysis. Most sports are closely linked with 
commercial advertisement. There is a need of 
customising the video for local audience, which includes 
replacing some commercial banners in the field, inserting 
banners, opening a sliding message window, etc. The 
important issue in content insertion is the content should 
be placed at the right place and the right time. 

The technique issues are also closely related to feature 
extraction and tracking. Usual steps include dominant 
region detection, orientation detection, tracking, content 
insertion, colour balancing, synchronisation, etc. 

A typical example can be found in Wan et al. [2003b]. 

2.5 Computer-assisted referee 
An automatic line-call system using a computer has been 
attempted [QUESTEC 2003, Hawk-Eye 2003]. Hawk-eye 
system has been used in Wimbledon 2003 to produce a 
computer-generated replay which can help the 
commentary team to analyse the play in eight main areas 
[BBC 2003]. There is also an attempt to automatic detect 
off-side situation in soccer [Lam et al. 2003]. 

In line-call decision, accuracy, speed and robustness are 
the most important issues. The problem is compound that 
in most case, there is no semi-automatic solution. The 
decision is made either by human or completely by a 
machine. Line-call people are specialized professionals. 
There is a conflict of interests to combine machines with 
human judges. In the situation of off-side detection, there 
are other issues to be resolved such as which players are 
active and which are in passive mode. It is important for 
the final decision. 



2.6 Landmark detection 
Landmarks in sports video analysis include goal mouth, 
oval, side lines, corners, etc. They are important features 
for decision making. They are also important for 
determining other features. For example, Yu et al. [2003] 
use the size of goal mouth to determine the size of soccer 
ball in their ball tracking process. Detecting landmarks 
usually starts with the most significant features. For 
example, in soccer, we may start with goal mouth which 
has two vertical poles and a bar linking two ends. It 
would be much easier to detect than corners. However, 
after successfully detecting goal mouth, corners and side 
lines can be detected with reduced complexity. Wan et al. 
[2003a, 2003b] present some results on detecting goal 
mouth in soccer video. Yu et al. [2003] illustrate their 
work on detecting mid-oval. 

3 Conclusion 
We review the development of sports video analysis. The 
techniques developed will have many applications in 
video archive and retrieval, broadcasting, training and 
entertainment. For example, Hawke-Eye has been used in 
2003 Wimbledon. Lucent ball tracking system has been 
used in live broadcasts by more than 20 television 
networks broadcasting in more than 70 countries, in 
addition to webcasts from an official tennis website 
(atptour.com). We can envisage even wide application 
once the indexing and retrieving problem being resolved. 
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6 Appendix: Tennis Tactics Patterns 
Fifty eight patterns were recommended by United States 
Tennis Association: 
• serve and return (18 patterns): 
o serve wide to open the court (deuce court) 
o serve wide to open the court (ad court) 
o serve to the “T” to reduce the angles (deuce court) 
o serve to the “T” to reduce the angles (ad court) 
o serve at the body to jam the receiver 
o return deep crosscourt (deuce court against a wide 

serve) 
o return deep crosscourt (ad court against a wide 

serve) 
o return deep down the line (deuce court against an 

extreme wide serve) 
o return deep down the line (ad court against an 

extreme wide serve) 
o return deep down the middle (deuce court against a 

serve to the “T”) 
o return deep down the middle (ad court against a 

serve to the “T”) 
o return deep down the line (deuce court against a 

serve to the “T”) 
o return deep down the line (ad court against a serve 

to the “T”) 
o hit a forcing shot down the line (against a short, 

weak serve) 
o hit a forcing shot crosscourt (against a short, weak 

serve) 
o chip or drive down the line and come to the net 

(against a short, weak serve) 
o return low at the server’s feet (against a serve-and-

volleyer) 
o return down the line (against a serve-and-volleyer) 

• groundstroke (8 patterns): 
o attack a short ball down the line (rally crosscourt) 
o attach a short ball crosscourt (rally crosscourt) 
o hit a severe angle (rally crosscourt to get short, 

wide ball) 
o drive inside-out through the court (from a ball 

down the middle) 
o drive inside-out off the court (from a ball in left 

half of the court) 
o hit looping drives to opponent’s backhand (when 

driven deep) 
o attach a shrt ball (exchange sliced backhands) 
o hig high and deep down the middle (against deep 

shots in the middle) 
• midcourt (8 patterns):  

o drive hard and flat down the line (if ball is above 
the net) 

o drive crosscourt for a winner (if ball is above the 
net) 

o slice down the line (if ball is below the net) 
o drop shot down the line (if ball is below the net) 
o approach down the middle (from a ball in the 

middle) 
o use an inside-out forehand approach (from a ball in 

the middle) 
o use a looping topspin approach (from a deep, high-

bouncing shot) 
o move in and hit an approach volley (from a looped 

shot) 
• net play (8 patterns):  
o volley to opponent’s weakness (if ball is above the 

net) 
o volley deep down the line (if ball is below the net) 
o volley deep crosscourt (after your approach, if ball 

is above the net) 
o serve wide and volley to the open court 
o serve to the “T” and volley behind opponent or to a 

weakness 
o angle your overhead away (if lob is short) 
o aim your overhead crosscourt (if lob is deep) 
o let ball bounce and aim crosscourt (on high lobs) 

• defensive play: 16 patterns. 
o Pass down the line (against a deep crosscourt 

approach) 
o Pass crosscourt (against a deep crosscourt 

approach) 
o pass crosscourt (against a moderate down-the-line 

approach) 
o use a two-shot pass (against a moderate down-the-

line approach) 
o use a two-shot pass (against an approach up the 

middle) 
o use a two-shot pass inside out (against an approach 

up the middle) 
o overpower your opponent (against a weak approach 

up the middle) 
o use two shots to pass, first crosscourt, then down 

the line (against a deep sliced approach to 
backhand) 

o use two shots to pass, first down the line, then 
down the opposite line (against a deep sliced 
approach to backhand) 

o use two shots to pass (against a deep sliced 
approach to forehand) 

o use two shots to pass, first down the line, then 
down the opposite line (against a deep sliced 
approach to forehand) 

o use a two-shot pass (against a short, sliced 
approach) 

o drive at opponent’s right hip (against a short, weak 
volley) 

o drive and then lob (against an approach to your 
backhand) 

o drive and then lob crosscourt (against an approach 
to your backhand) 

o hit a high defensive lob (against a deep approach 
shot) 


